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radio calls from ROGUE 1, and following an unsuccessful attempt by ROGUE 1 to
locate a possible crash site underneath the weather, ROGUE 2 (mishap) was
declared missing.
The regional news media was informed.
Information
inquiries were handled by the Public Affairs Officer assigned to the Kingsley
Field Survival Recovery Center, which was activated upon notification of a
missing aircraft.
MISSION:
The pilot of ROGUE 2 (mishap) was iLt Stephen L. C. Taylor, who was learning
to fly the F-16 following graduation from undergraduate pilot training at
Reese AFB, Texas and Introduction to Fighter Fundamentals at Holloman AFB, New
Mexico.
Lt Taylor had flown a basic fighter maneuvers mission on November 19,
1993 which was graded unsatisfactory for administrative shortcomings during
the flight (TAB T-7-1).
The purpose of the mishap flight was to fly a
relatively nondemanding mission which contained a fair amount of
administrative complexity designed to prove to Lt Taylor, and to his
instructor, that Lt Taylor was capable of remembering, and correctly
accomplishing, a variety of details in accordance with the pre-mission
briefing (Tab V-8-2).
The ride itself was planned to be an advanced handling
ride comprised of a variety of high performance aircraft maneuvers which
required clear airspace.
Lt Taylor was scheduled to fly his makeup mission on
November 22 and November 23 with different instructor pilots, but was
weather-cancelled on those days.
Following the Thanksgiving Holiday weekend,
Lt Taylor was scheduled to fly on 29 November with
the
SRiding
in
backseat was
a flight surgeon attending a two-week flight surgeon school at
Kingsley Field.

-

*

BRIEFING AND PREFLIGHT:
The mishap student, the instructor pilot, and the flight surgeon were
exceptionally well re-ed and prepared to fly. The mission briefing was
conducted by °
•
It lasted for approximately one hour and was
thorough, comprehensive and professional in every regard, including
contingencies, backup-missions and emergency procedures.
The weather in the
airspace had been questionable all morning.
It was apparent to
and
the Supervisor of Flying that" the backup mission was a likely possibility.
The" backup mission- for Lt Taylor's phase of training was- intercepts.
The
students h'ave--achieved'a• level of proficiency in a previously completed., block
of .instruction-cons iting
of 'four- basic- intercept'- iidesýin addition to six or
more simulator miseiojns. ,- The principles?,learned during intercept training'are
continuously. appiie'd-/thoughout advanced; erainiing; and" continues for the
durati6n-of a-:figh r p
career.- `The.•Varmit2 Airspacei-and- Goose Airspace
_were- routinýely'sedý.by- the.-41l4th-.,Fighte-er--Squadron4.--GooseLAirspace -in'
Spjaticular--is located only 25NMH-eastof. KingsleyField and is-Wextensively used
,every ,day- for-student:.t raining."- T.hhe-p.ref light -wýalkaroun&d`was' -normalU with 'no
discrepancieý Otherthan one missing-rstatLc dissipater, from the right wing
(Tab' V-5-1) -'which -is notdt a safety of -oflight -ter
.T-;he-brie fihg -and :preflight
-sequence-was,-nomlwt
h
xeto
fteukonae
lud .la'yers.
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WEATHER:
The weather at Kingsley Field at 1325 PST was 800 feet scattered,
broken,

3,000 feet broken,

and 5,000 feet overcast with fifteen

visibility from Kingsley Field.

1,800 feet

miles

The altimeter setting was 29.83 inches of

mercury (Tab K-Il).
ROGUE FLIGHT took off eight minutes later
at 1332 PST.
The weather forecast for the flying period 1230 PST to 1830 PST in the

Juniper/Hart/Goose Airspace was for scattered to broken layered cloud decks
from 2,500 feet to 20,000 feet.
Moderate turbulence was forecast from the
surface to 18,000 feet.

Moderate mixed icing from 3,000 feet to 14,000

feet:

and light rime icing from 14,000 feet to 20,000 feet was also forecast (Tab
K-10).
The turbulence and icing conditions were never encountered by ROGUE

FLIGHT and the actual clouds were more solid than layered with no discernible

horizon (Tab V-8-5 and 6).

At 1439 PST (coincidentally) a light rain began to

fall
at Kingsley Field reducing the visibility
to eight miles and by 1455 PST
to six miles with the ceiling at 1,500 feet overcast (Tab K-12).
This was the

worst ceiling and visibility of the day and occurred after the crash.
There
was one clear hole at the southern part of Goose Airspace near Clear Lake
where the ground could be seen from about 11,000 feet mean sea level.

bottom of the airspace is

The

3,000 feet above the ground so there was a little

room to orbit
(Tab V-8-5 and 6).
The terrain
near Clear Lake is
feet above sea level, leaving about 3,500 feet of working altitude

about 4,500
in the hole

which was insufficient for the primary advanced handling ride scenario.

The

ceiling in the area of the impact site
was reliably reported at 300 feet above
the basin bottoms, with the ridges enshrouded in clouds.
A snow shower was

occurring at the time of impact.

S

FLIGHT PLAN:
The flight plan was an administratively preplanned stereo flight plan called
VARGOOSE which filed ROGUE FLIGHT to Varmit Airspace in the altitude block
20,000 feet to 23,000 feet for an air refueling with CADDO 72 on air refueling
track AR-645.
After refueling, the flight plan continued into Goose Airspace
and then back to Kingsley after a delay in Goose for the-mission.
The flight
plan was filed with Redmond Flight Service by an air operations technician at
the'll4th Squadron Operations duty counter.
TERRAIN: -

Kihgsley Field-is
oinda highdesert-basin
bocite.at
at 4,100 -feet mean sea-level
"on the eas,. side of .the Cascade 'Mountain Range- foothil-ls.
The land. east 'of
Kingsleyii-s-igher.:in elevation-and- drierin A cl&imate.'- The ground '-level in the
southern•part~f' Goose• Airspace .(25 mile s east of Kingsley)} near
ihe-Clear
Lake- Reservoir-.is froa4,500

.
-:'

feet9t-o5 4 500 feet

generalj,

and-.consists of

ridges, --buttes,- and basins
Furt-i'north.- underneath-,Goose:•Airspace-t-he,
•terrain' be3omes rougher and.-averages .Jigherin -'eleiration-.fr0 "5,500 .
t to
6,500'-feet .•_iimore

veýgetatioznl-:2-The, ,terraint-at

rivýei: bedi -'--tipard to ward-zthe -north,: and' Ji~si-g-4
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NAVIGATION:

SKingsley

Field has a TACAN (Ch 106) and Lakeview has a TACAN (Ch 57) which can
be used to navigate to the air refueling track and remain within the confines
Moreover, the F-16 has a reliable inertial navigation and
of Goose Airspace.
computer system which accepts coordinates of airspace points and combine into
The keyboardentered
a splendid system facilitating navigation with ease.
points are selected with a thumbwheel near your left thigh.
COMMUNICATIONS:

*

Once airborne from Kingsley, aircraft talk to Seattle Center on UHF radio
As they flew
frequency 351.7 until established in the working airspace.
toward Varmit Airspace, ROGUE FLIGHT was handed off to Shadow Control (359.0),
the tactical control radar site, who joined ROGUE FLIGHT with the tanker (Boom
After completion of aerial refueling, Shadow Control directed
Freq 324.4).
ROGUE FLIGHT into Goose Airspace and released them, as planned, to operate
ROGUE 2
autonomously without radar control on their own tactical frequency.
To exit Goose Airspace, ROGUE 1 contacted Seattle
crashed in Goose Airspace.
Center on UHF frequency 351.7 for simple routing back to Kingsley Field.
There is no approach control at Kingsley Field, which operates under visual
The F-16s have three good radios; one
flight rules (VFR) most of the time.
The UHF radio is normally set for air traffic
UHF, one VHF, and one HF radio.
The HF radio was
control, while VHF is used for interf light communications.
ROGUE FLIGHT radio
not used by ROGUE FLIGHT on the mishap sortie.
transmissions were not monitored by any other aircraft or agency while they
were in Goose Airspace leading up to the mishap.
SEOUENCE OF EVENTS:

ROGUE 1 flight took off on Runway 14 at Kingsley Field, Oregon, at 1332 PST
Neither
departure.
with ROGUE 2 (mishap) taking a 20 second radar trail
aircraft had external tanks and both aircraft carried a.captive AIM-9 infrared
seeking missile on the right wing tip for weapons employment evaluation
purposes.. ROGUE FLIGHT. turned to the northeast and climbed on course to the
"-flight-assigned altitu.de of 21,000 feet. ROGUE 2 t(mishap) did an expeditious
*weapons systems" check in, a .semi-clear area and rejoined ROGUE 1 to" route
Sformation.•' .ROGUE FLIGHT penetrated a few- more -clouds with ROGUE 2 (mishap)
remaining~ in• ro.uteo formatiLon;. Shad ow.;Control .vectored ROGUE FLIGHT-Ito
• .ren~dezvous w;ith thte XKC-13"5.(CADDO -72)..- When.-th~y" got a ,visua. ,on .the tanker,
."ROGUE 2 i(mish•p) owe•n t to the taxikr•-wing j~sition while ROGUE l-:refueled.
SBecause ~the~veuaI areaawas :small, ;the ztank~er~elect~d-to fly -a ontinuous

4fortj •percent g~ood .
into Goo•Aifpace,-.-abotft25i.typercent.cloud s•nd
position- while 'passing
route
-•ma4ta~ndawle
RG,.(lhp
"¢ . vsblt.f
1eat~vely7thitn .clouds i9:- The -airapace limits <wr!3•O000.feet•.:
*-,
thrbgh these
Clmbed •to •2 6i 00O:feet• as •theyo
2 00•et••OGE!S•Tc
2o -•n.
the
-aov
.•
-.a° long,,• slow:de~cnt to thne;•=''
ndb•
s;
ther b~nay~<
t
•° "cr~sseds~the~
at the. southern end, :looking "for •a suitable clear zone
rsae
0"
bottom o •h

:-2
"- •

..
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ROGUE 2 (mishap) was
to accomplish the primary advanced handling maneuvers.
inside
The visibility
descent.
entire
the
during
route
wide
in
able to remain
the clouds was about 1/2 mile with no blue spots, no layers and no discernible
There were no mission-suitable VFR blocks encountered on the
horizon.
descent. At the southern end of Goose Airspace, ROGUE FLIGHT broke out of the
bottom of the clouds into a VFR cavern which extended from the ground to
Clear Lake Reservoir, a
11,000 feet with enclosing clouds all around.
ROGUE 1 put ROGUE 2 (mishap)
prominent airspace landmark, was visible below.
into a 3,000 to 6,000 feet fighting wing position for maneuvering
The Inertial Navigation
efficiency, and began to orbit in the VFR cavern.
Unit on ROGUE 2's aircraft (mishap) had been recently replaced, (TAB BB-2) and
the airspace navigation way points normally entered into the aircraft computer
While they orbited, ROGUE 2 (mishap)
had been zeroized during maintenance.
entered the coordinates for two points into his computer for the north point
These
(42-10.0 N, 120-53.7 W) and the south point (41-44.7 N, 121-02.5 W).
accuracy
the
checked
double
FLIGHT
ROGUE
apart.
miles
points are 26 nautical
briefed some last minute
ROGUE 1ten
of entered points in both aircraft.
Wassigned start points and
details about the backup mission scenario.
ROGUE 1 (flight lead) was to
altitude while they orbited in the VFR hole.
ROGUE FLIGHT split up and entered
remain the target for the entire mission.
ROGUE 2 (mishap) climbed to
the weather to begin the intercepts mission.
15,000 feet and orbited for several minutes at the nearby southern point,
intercept was
The first
while ROGUE I flew north and climbed to 20,000 feet.
2-1/2 to
perfect
nearly
a
in
a strategic stern conversion which resulted
a
was
intercept
second
The
(mishap).
2
ROGUE
by
rollout
3-mile stern
as he
missile
a
radar
firing
simulated
(mishap)
2
ROGUE
cutoff/reattack.
He then maneuvered the aircraft to
approached the target from the front.
obtain turning room and repositioned himself for a second shot from the stern.
ROGUE 1 returned to the north
This intercept sequence was also well done.
point and ROGUE 2 (mishap) returned to the south point at the completion of
The third intercept was a strategic stern to a
each intercept as briefed.
ROGUE 1 remained at 20,000 feet and ROGUE 2 (mishap)
visual identification.
ROGUE 2 was briefed to climb to 19,500
"began the intercept at 19;000 feet.
the stern with a radar lock on, and to
in
feet once comfortably established
get the visual identification.
l.to
ROGUE
to
closer
continue to approach
when to climb to 19,000 feet and a
about
unsure
initially
was
2
(mishap)
ROGUE
short discussion was held-to resolve the question as they motored back to
their respectilve start points to begin the third intercept. -ROGUE -1 slowed to
ROGUE 2
250 knots airpeed- to'facilitate the visual identification'.scenario.
(mishap}): mad'Aii-U.ýstrategic conversion and rolled out -at I.8. miles as compared
Ile perfe5-t}position,-.but,.j was' under- control,'and, completed the
a 2-122 min'
visua ideniefication satisfactorily.-bROGUE 2- (mishap) -'got a .taily -ho it

-to-

about-' oiii?'•

inhe

1,500'. feeti,,wth` both
thin. clouids and, contaiiued:-int61,

6ther" aircraft'.l--'ROGUE 2 ."(mishap .-did hot :remain at
in' siht'of-the
.19.,•500-feet d&ring-this- portion :as, briefed, -'but. cdimbedit -20 OO0 -az jj
ROGUE 21,)-.made a
. closed to the fixýalýidentification position.
-it',s-bes-,to •
why
about
debrief
'the
in
mental, no'e\to .remind-to Lt-'Tayl6r
due
becomes°reobscurd
target
casethe
in
remain at' 19;500-in this"situation,
in'-,th~fi-ight
-po-int
thi's
toýUp-'
t6 clou'd ~itnsity-chine'
pleased with*the, performanceýof Lt Taylor. •He°had.flown- thiee -ood-'"
well
He was .oommunicating
intercepts-. and was doing a good administrative job.
and
day,
god.
having-awas,
',He,
needed.
whenclarification
and asking--for
The fourth (mishap) intercept was
A Ewas.'proud of Lt Taylor's performance.

Spilots\'

-very
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also a cutoff reattack nearly identical to the second intercept.
The only
difference was that ROGUE 1 would call the front aspect radar shot and also
shoot, so that both aircraft fired simulated radar missiles at the same time.
ROGUE 2 (mishap) would then maneuver his aircraft, as before, to get turning
room for the stern reattack.
This would result in ROGUE 2's missile striking
first
compared to ROGUE l's missile, which could be shown in the debrief.
ROGUE 1 began Mt
arget run from the north point at 20,000 feet.
ROGUE 2
began his cutoff intercept
S(mishap)
from the south point at 15,000 feet.
ROGUE I flew at 350 knots indicated airspeed as the target (TAB HH-2-1 and
HH-6-1).
ROGUE 2 (mishap) had been briefed to set his attack speed at 50 to
100 knots above the target speed, which would have equated to 400 to 450 knots
indicated air speed.
ROGUE 2 (mishap) locked onto the target (ROGUE 1) and
called his lock.
ROGUE 1 locked onto ROGUE 2 (mishap) and called
lock.
At 10 to 12 nautical miles separation ROGUE 1 called for the simultaneous
missile launch and began to adjust i
heading to continuously point at ROGUE
2 (mishap).
ROGUE,2 (mishap), already flying at a 30 degree offset heading in
accordance with briefed tactics, turned further east to increase his offset
heading to place the target near the left side of his radar scope.
As ROGUE
l's
radar missile neared completion of its time of flight, ROGUE 2 (mishap)
stated, "I've gimbled you off my radar." ROGUE I told ROGUE 2 (mishap) to
terminate the intercept and return to his (southern) point, and to set it up
again.
As ROGUE 1 began a left hand turn back to the north point, l
radar
displayed beam aspect indications for a few seconds which were unexpected, but
possible, as ROGUE 2 (mishap) was supposedly making a right turn toward south
(but was in reality descending rapidly toward the ground).
After rolling out
and heading north, ROGUE 1 initiated a fuel check which ROGUE 2 (already
crashed) did not acknowledge.
After a few more radio calls, ROGUE 1 came to
realize that there was a problem.
ROGUE FLIGHT's positions were later plotted
with information from Seattle Center's radar.
ROGUE 2's (mishap) altitude
varied from 14,900 feet to 15,400 feet and back to 14,800 feet in the last 24
seconds of flight at altitude as he turned further east to place the target on
the left side of the scope.
His speed was 450 knots indicated and his
throttle was set near full military power.
Seattle Center's last radar plot
was located one half mile from the impact location.
Twelve seconds earlier,
Rogue 2r (mishap) had been at 14,800 feet mean sea level (TAB HH-6-1).
IMPACT:
The impact- odurred .heading' 340 degrees, (magnetic) in descending, near wings
The- flight controls were in
4 slightly, down.'
-neutral•o~sitonawitlh a,- light rudder ,rollf' on- the: right.
The" maximum
caleulactbianole--b
attack-.(AOA) was 8.7 aegrees.-.(TAB -BB-8-2). --,The --speed -was
-in:excess-,o0f0'
OJkn0tr"aida
warunotmore t-.han540i knots. -Pilot•reaction- time

"•level: flight •withthe'tlef-',w'-i

-

-

-- Q'

-'t-'"4

knots--

:L

aferclazin~te~OOfot
ei~ng.,an eneigtesow-shower'underneath
wasone secon•ai
.......
at 525÷'otsW
(......TAB
_H-5) S -severaLk
medium..sized
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ss
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onprior
t"!impact.,
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plant or object on the ground.
The explosion further fragmented and
distributed the pieces and partial components into a wide fan which covered
sixty-four acres.
The furthest piece located was nearly 2,000 feet from the
crater.
There was no emergency locator beacon reported by any source.

*

EJECTION SEAT:
Many fragments and partial components of the ejection seat were recovered.
Many portions of the ejection seat were never found.
There was no recovered
part of the ejection seat which indicated that the ejection sequence was
initiated (Tab V-4-1).
If an ejection would have been attempted in the final
seconds before impact, it would have been a Mode 3 ejection sequence due to
high speed.
It would have been out of the envelope and would not have saved
the pilot (Tab FF-l).
The ACES II ejection seat used in the F-16 is highly
reliable.
There was no known discrepancy in the ejection seat.
The F-16
Pilot's Technical Order (Book) T.O. IF-16A-l states "To eject, grasp ejection
handle using a two-handed grip..." (Tab FF-4).
It also states in a warning
"...or
other uncontrolled flight, eject at least 10,000 feet AGL (above ground
level)" (Tab FF-3).
PERSONAL AND SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT:
All personal and aircraft survival equipment inspections were current
EE).

(Tab

There was no use of any personal or survival equipment.

RESCUE EFFORT (All times referenced are Pacific Standard Time):

S

"-

ROGUE 2 crashed at 1439.
ROGUE 1 (flight lead) contacted the tactical control
radar site (Shadow Control) at" 1443 asking for help in locating ROGUE 2
(mishap).
At. 1452, ROGUE 1 stated that ROGUE 2 (mishap) was suspected crashed
on the Kingsley radio navigation aid (TACAN) radial 098 degrees at 40 nautical
miles.
ROGUE.i attempted several times to get below the weather from the VFR
hole near.the--Clear -Lake Reservoir.-to search for-ROGUE 2.
At -1456, a flight
of two F-1SEs4(JESTER FLIGHT)• was vectored from hearby-Hart Airspace into
Goose Airspace' to assist-in the search.2- At 150 3 , -ROGUE-iVaccurately -reported
theprobable.crash site as
-etwen the north' and south points-in Goose
"ad
centerlOne"RoGUE
returned -to;.base-,
and-landed at
JESTER-LIT was fo•t able- to-gt.-below the--weather-.ei~ther, afid
iiindto
-H~tMsaea
J4
21Z-the'
-,at'-ý':
._~call c,of11
ei1hn~yfrr
'Oie~ibre~saW~orlts.
9~pte
11few to'
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Seattle Center's last reported position plot.
At 0806 the fatality was
confirmed.
The extensively organized search effort arranged throughout the
night involving every civilian and military organization in south central
Oregon was cancelled.
CRASH RESPONSE:
Efforts turned to logistically supporting the recovery teams which were
hampered by rough terrain, no infrastructure, poor roads, mud, snow showers
and cold wind.
The crash site was accessible only by Army Humvees for most of
the week-long recovery effort involving hundreds of people.
Most personnel
who deployed to the crash site walked the last 2-1/2 miles down the muddy,
boulder strewn "road," and back out at the end of long days.
The normally
semi-arid region had received rain and snowfall for much of the preceding
week, greatly impeding the recovery teams.
With each step, mud clung to
people's feet which became heavier by the minute and required constant
scraping.
The only civilians in the crash area were Red Cross volunteers,
local search and rescue volunteers, Ham radio volunteers, and an occasional
forest service official.
The Security Police easily secured the entire crash
fan area.
There were no intrusions, and no difficulty with the sparse local
population.
The textbook crash response plan required major modification.
The aircraft was smithereens.
There was nothing for EOD personnel to safe.
The hydrazine team found one drop after searching many hours and reduced it.
The decision was made to gather as many body fragments as possible before
darkness fell using all available personnel.
A base camp was established
where the rough road began and most vehicles remained there while the people
walked to the crash site. Three Army National Guard M35 2-1/2 ton trucks
provided transportation of people and equipment from Kingsley Field.
Four
M-885 Humvees transported essentials down the boulder-strewn road.
A crash
fan gridwork was established and .the largest parts were plotted.
The dense
parts went the farthest. Over 100,000 pieces of the aircraft were loaded into
206 16" X`16" -X 16" heavy cardboard boxes, -approximately 500 pieces per box.
No part: was too, heavy for :one person to lift.
MAINTENANCE DOCUMENTATION:
The- AFTO Form i781 for -A/C 81 -0770iwasý pefetand-inspection r-eady in every
respct.iiiiee -wasi onetrfnor,- Coe .nnsafety-cf-lflight- writp
on'the
flare -°dkopdnsp
counter which is-not related to: the -accident_ -All' Time
.Com-i
O• de
hdbe.
dnthe.accident
aircraft or
wer~ ~itriYz'(a1-1124
sheduiled --.aircraf t ýIspitions had, been
atcpltediThr
ween
dsrpn
esý(Tai
',-U3) -- A'ýreview.-of
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flight time was utilized up to the day it was scheduled to enter phase again.
A 30 day aircraft document review (ADR) was the last scheduled inspection and
was accomplished on 17 November 1993.
There were six unscheduled maintenance
writeups between 17 November and 29 November 1993, the day of the accident.
Two of the writeups were for main landing gear tire changes which were
completed on 18 November 1993.
Two of the writeups were minor AIM-9 boresight
problems which were repaired on 18 November 1993.
One writeup on 23 November,
was a Code 2 (not safety-of-flight) writeup for an Inertial Navigation Unit
(INU) which was not maintaining desired accuracy.
While not required to be
repaired before the next flight, it was replaced nevertheless with another INU
from supply on 23 November 1993.
The maintenance and performance history of
INU 7095 was extensively analyzed for any possible accident-related
circumstance, but none was found.
The replacement INU #7095 had been
successfully repaired from a maintenance duplicated hard break which occurred
in A/C 80-0581 on 25 October 1993.
This was a good fix on one of the most
reliable INUs in the fleet. The accident aircraft flew one time prior to the
accident with no further INU problems (Tab BB-2).
The last writeup occurred
on the morning of 29 November (accident day) on the first
flight of the day.
It was a non-safety-of-flight Code 2 for a flare counter indicator which
showed there were no flares remaining, when in reality there were three.
Lt
Taylor's sortie did not use the flare dispenser and this was not a factor.
There was one scheduled minor inspection coming due in 2.2 flight hours, a 100
hour throttle force check which would have been accomplished the evening of 29
November after daily flying was completed.
The upcoming throttle check was
not a factor.
Aircraft 81-0770 completed its last engine overhaul on 3
November 1993.
It flew twice and then required a backup full control (BUC)
replacement for leaky seals as a result of conversion to the new, less
volatile fuel, JP-8.
This was completed on 14 November 1993 and the aircraft
flew four more sorties prior to the accident with no engine related writeups.
Aircraft 81-0770 was exceptionally well maintained (Tab V-5-1).
It was one of
the best aircraft in the fleet.
No maintenance procedure, practice or
performance appears related to the accident.
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AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS:
The aircraft was highly fragmentized.
Many parts were not recovered.
There
was no evidence found of any malfunction in any hydraulic, electrical,
mechanical or avionics systems.
The engine was operating at high RPM (86%) at
impact.
The fuel flow was approximately 7,000 lbs/hour. The bearings were
receiving lubrication (Tab J-2).
There was no evidence found of any engine
anomaly problem (Tab BB-l).
There is no suspected failure of any accessory
system, or engine component.
There is no suspected shortcoming to any repair
station, overhaul, bench checking or testing of any aircraft component on this
aircraft.
OPERATIONS PERSONNEL AND SUPERVISION:
The mission was conducted under authority of the Air Education and Training
Command F-16 Initial Training Syllabus.
The mission was briefed by
Sthefrom a comprehensive briefing guide
(TAB II)ffp'repared for the student training syllabus in accordance with Air
Force flight regulations.
The briefing was exceptionally thorough and
complete.
The
was
The,
squadron had just completed a higher headquarters staff assistance visit
earlier in the month in
preparation for a Quality Verification Inspection
(QVI) scheduled for April 1994.
CREW OUALIFICATIONS:
The Instructor Pilot in ROGUE 1 (flight lead) was fully qualified and highly
experienced. -The student, ROGUE 2 (mishap), was very inexperienced.
He was
about halfway,ý through the F-16 training syllabus at Kingsley Field.
The
following is a summary of flying experience for both pilots:
•--(Flight
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He arrived at Kingsley to begin training on 7 September 1993.
His first
flight in the F-16 was 5 October 1993.
He flew 11 times in October and 8
times in November prior to the accident.
Lt Taylor had logged 1.5 hours of
instrument time in the F-16.
There is no instrument time logged at other
schools.
While in undergraduate pilot training, students logged only student
time and no instrument time on their AF Form 781.
Lt Taylor attended Fighter
Fundamentals at Holloman AFB from 15 June to 4 August 1993, which was the
middle of the summer in the desert.
Lt Taylor logged no instrument time at
Holloman AFB.
Lt Taylor graduated 28th (last) among 28 American students from
his pilot training class 93-10/H, Air Training Command, 64th Flying Training
Wing, Reese AFB, Texas.
He finished 32 out of 37 total students, including
foreigners (Tab V-21-4).
Lt Taylor was a below-average performer who busted
four checkrides out of seven.
He was sent to two Initial Progress Checks and
two Elimination Checks.
He busted two Emergency Procedures Quizzes and two
Standup Emergency Procedures.
These busts were interspaced between
satisfactory events.
Lt Taylor's T-38 instructor characterized him as having
okay hands, but lacking in situational awareness, and a bit slow under
pressure (Tab V-22).
Procedural errors were common with Lt Taylor, according
to his T-38 Flight Commander (Tab V-21).
The commander of the 54th Flying
Training Squadron at Reese AFB stated that Lt Taylor met all undergraduate
pilot training standards for a universally-assignable pilot.
There was -no
Fighter/ Attack/Reconnaissance (FAR) recommendation program in effect when Lt
Taylor graduated.
Lt Taylor was given a letter of reprimand for public
intoxication while at Reese AFB.
He was placed on special monitoring status
for officer conduct by his squadron commander (Tab V-20).
Lt Taylor's
performance at Holloman AFB was below average.
He busted four rides at
Holloman for student nornprogression.
He was put on marginal training status
and counseled.
His Flight Commander at Holloman did not know that Lt Taylor
graduated at the bottom of his class at Reese AFB (Tab V-23).
Lt Taylor
busted three rides at Kingsley Field and passed two of the remakes.
The third
remake sortie was being satisfactorily flown on 29 November 1993, up until the
accident.
Lt;Taylor's instructors at Kingsley thought Lt -Taylor had a slow
instrument crosseheck andxbecame easily task saturated.' Lt Taylor asked his
roommate a quistion- about thehorizon.-4ine in the.Radar Electro Optical
Dispiay.ý'('REOJwýhich. indicated:a lack•oof•.inderstanding about how best- to use
the
Iins
trument , and 'when ni--otto use ,it-(TAB V--L 2L).
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DIRECTIVES AND PUBLICATIONS:

S

Applicable flight regulations and manuals included AFR 60-1, AFR 60-16, MCR
11-416, MCR 11-217, AFR 55-79, T.O. IF-16A-I to include AETC, ANG, and 114FS
There were no known
supplements to listed publications were applicable.
deviations from any flight publications or directive by Rogue Flight prior
to the accident.

ANALYSIS:
Considerable time and effort went into analysis of the final sequence of
The
The final sequence possibilities are discussed in TAB HH-2.
events.
Flight Data Recorder was destroyed. Airspeed analysis with wind corrections
The final descent angle was flight tested at
were used to produce TAB HH-6.
Simulator profiles were extensively flown. A
15 to 20 degrees (TAB HH-4).
special tool was constructed. A flexible wire with actual distance flown
markings for each 12 second Seattle Center radar plot was scaled in
The flexible wire was bent
conjunction with a large scale chart (1:24,000)..
to conform to known (and/or probable) ROGUE 2 (mishap) maneuvers, and was
The
suspended in 3 dimensions above the chart at scale altitude (TAB HH-B).
known heading at impact which followed the last Seattle Center Radar plot
The exact size of the
requires that a corkscrew type maneuver be flown.
corkscrew cannot be exactly determined because a number of immeasurable
The computer
variables make numerous variations of the corkscrew possible.
The Seattle
of
speed.
certainty
a
reasonable
HH-6
provided
in
TAB
analysis
Center radar plots in TAB HH-3 can now be seen as points along a maneuvering
sequence, by curving the wire to approximate ROGUE 2's (mishap) flight path.
Testimony from the Flight Lead (correlated in the simulator) resulted in high
There
confidence about specific actions occurring at their respective times.
is no serious doubt about ROGUE 2 (mishap) making the maneuvers described in
The exact magnitudes of the maneuvers are based on reasonable.
TAB HH-2.
"judgements which considered every available scrap of knowledge, and• common
it is presumed
For instance;
sense applications of pilot thought processes.
that Lt 'Taylor--iattemptedto salvage the, intercept until he 'called on the radio
"i have ginibld -you off° iv radarý. <Fighter-pilots .cani 'ascertain the emotional
..
and siatuational awareness state -of other -pilots by listening 4 to them on the
Thý.ey- can sense-..discomfrt when-ii,,pilot- transmnits.
radio.
iLTa~ylor!o !voice at all;-_(TAB
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Lt. Taylor's
instrument crosscheck broke down during his turn toward the
southeast when he pulled his nose well below the horizon to at least 40-50
degrees nose low, and depending upon the variables, perhaps to 60-70 degrees
Lt Taylor failed to execute a proper instrument
nose low (TAB V-16-2).
Additional weather
recovery from his unusual attidude (TAB HH-2-2).
experience would have reduced the likelihood of this accident.
"Was any deficiency in Lt Taylor's
Great thought was given to the question:
flight training a casual or substantial contributing factor in this accident?"
He was assigned to an
Lt Taylor was a slow thinker at times (TAB V-22-1).
and rapid analysis of
of
time
prioritization
enormous
requires
which
aircraft
Yet
saturated.
task
becoming
to
avoid
and
be
productive,
to
events
fluid
every F-16 pilot has experienced task saturation; and every F-16 pilot has
Lt Taylor successfully completed the curriculum
been disoriented many times.
at each flying school he attended. He met the standards and deserved to
graduate (TAB V-20-2).
Throughout the investigation I sought to reveal weakness in the training
On the contrary, I found thoughtful, knowledgeable,
system if it existed.
highly professional flight instructors at every
and
concerned,
dedicated,
I am convinced that Lt Taylor received high
stage of Lt Taylor's training.
I am also convinced that Lt Taylor's flight training
quality flight training.
was not a contributing factor in this accident.
Lt Taylor displayed splendid
In every class there must be a bottom student.
desire and talent. He wanted very much to become an American fighter pilot.
No one denied him that chance, nor in hindsight shall I.
STATEMENT OF OPINION:
Under 10 U.S.C. 2254 (D) any opinion of the accident investigator as to the
cause of, or .the factors contributing to, the accident set forth in this
accident :investigation report may not-be considered -as-evidence in any civil
or criminal -proceeding arising from the aircraft accident,, nor may such
information obiconsidered an admission of-liability,,by the United States or by
any, person-referr& to ,-in those concilusions or statements.
the -cause .of ýthis
evidencethat?
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""I conclude based upo .clear"and
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